We get a generalization of Dotson's fixed point theorem for non-expansive mappings on star-shaped subsets and then, in the setting of modular spaces, use it to prove a theorem of Brosowski − Meinardus type on invariant approximation.
Introduction and Preliminaries
Dotson [1] proved existence of fixed points for non-expansive self-mappings of star-shaped subsets of Banach spaces (under appropriate conditions). Subrahmanyam [2] and Habinak [3] used the concept of Banach operator to generalize Dotson's theorem and its application to invariant approximation. Recently, Abed [4] introduced the notion of best approximation in modular spaces and gave conditions to existences of proximinal and Chebysev sets in finite dimension modular spaces. Also, she proved analogue result to Ky Fan's best approximation theorem. The object of the present paper is to extend and unified the above results [2] , [3] , [4] , and others to modular spaces. ii.
for , ≥ 0, + = 1, for all ,u ∈ Then modular is called con ex modular. Definition 1.2 [6] A modular defines a corresponding modular space, . .,the space given by = { ∈ : ( ) → 0 ℎ → 0}.
for all , , 0 < < .this shows that is increasing function. Definition 1.3 [6] The -ball, ( ) centered at ∈ with radius > 0as ( ) = { ∈ ; ( − ) < }. The class of all -balls in a modular space generates a topology which makes Hausdorff topological linear space. Every -ball is convex set, therefore every modular space locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space [4] . Definition 1.5 [6] Let be a modular spase. a) A sequence { } ⊂ is said to be -convergent to ∈ and write
is called ‫ــ‬ closed if for any sequence { }⊂ ‫ــ‬ convergent to ∈ , we ha e ∈ . e) A ‫ــ‬ closed subset ⊂ is called ‫ــ‬ compact if any sequence { } ⊂ has a ‫ــ‬ convergent subsequence. f) A subset ⊂ is said to be ‫ــ‬ bounded if ( ) < ∞ , where ( ) =sup{ ( − ); , ∈ } is called the ‫ــ‬ diameter of .
Definition (1.6) [4]:
Let ≠ ∅ be a subset of a modular space , an element u ∈ is called the best approximation for in if ( − ) = ( , ) = inf{ ( − ): ∈ } where is metric function induced by modular function. We shall denote by ( ) or the set of all element of best approximation of by, that is ( ) = { ∈ : ( − ) = ( , ))} Definition (1.7) [7] Let be a modular space and subset of : → , is called contraction mapping if there is a fixed h ∈ ( , 1) for all , in ( − ) ≤ ℎ ( − )
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879 and if h = 1 then is called a non -expansive mapping.
Main Results
Firstly, we define Banach operator and prove fixed point theorem for continuous Banach operator.
Definition (2.1)
Let be a modular space and subset of : → , is called Banach operator if ( − 2 ) ≤ ℎ ( − ) for all ∈ where h is constant with 0 < ℎ <1.
Proposition (2.2):
Let ( , ) be amodular space, be a closed subset of , and : → a continuous Banach operator. Assume that exists ∈ such that ( ) < ∞. Then has fixed point in .
Proof: Since ( − 2 ) ≤ ℎ ( − ), by adding ( − ) to both sides, we get (
which can be rewritten as
Now define the function Q: → + by setting
Thus, ( − ) ≤ ( ) − ( ). Therefore if ∈ and, ∈ with <
In particular, by taking = 1 and letting → ∞ we conclude that
This implies that { } is Cauchy sequence, since ( ) ̅̅̅̅̅̅ is completethere exist ∈ such that lim ̅̅̅̅̅̅ is compact and exist ∈ such that ( ) < ∞, then has a fixed point in .
Proof: Let be a star -center of , for each ≥ 1 define by ( ) = (1 − ℎ ) + ℎ ( ) for all ∈ , when {ℎ } is a sequences of real numbers with 0≤ ℎ < 1 and lim →∞ ℎ = 1.
Clearly,
: → , for each . Now, since is non-expansive, for any ≥ 1 and ∈ , we get ( 
